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                            Felony Drug Case


                            LZ did an amazing job with a difficult case. I was facing several drug related charges and previously convicted on separate federal cocaine trafficking charge sone 6 years prior. It took about a year to work out a plea deal which did not include any jail time but rather a very reasonable amount of probation. He kept me abreast of all happenings while cleverly negotiating a very successful outcome. Great attorney, super nice guy!!! If you find yourself in trouble I highly recommend you give LZ a call!!! If you…




                            




                            - Chris




                        




                        


                        

                            Thank you Lawrence Zimmerman


                            I hired Mr. Zimmerman for the sole purpose of discontinuing Sex Offender registration. After about two weeks of research, I concluded that Lawrence was the best qualified attorney to handle my petition. Lawrence was very diligent in filing all necessary paper-work and keeping all parties informed of any updates. On the day of my hearing, Lawrence was able to convince the Judge and the District Attorney that based upon my clean record since my conviction, a long, drawn-out hearing was not necessary. Thankfully, they agreed and I was pardoned from…
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                            Thank you Lawrence Zimmerman


                            I was origionally charged with 2 seperate counts after confessing to investigators and writing a written confession. I then retained Mr. Zimmerman and advised him on the details of my case. The state charged me initially with Burglary and Arson. Mr. Zimmerman went to work on my case immediately and after discussing my case with the investigator he worked hard to get the discovery from the ADA on my case and set to working on finding a way to get my charges lowered. He was able to convince a second…
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                            Amazing lawyer, gave me my life back...


                            I hired Mr. Zimmerman after reading about his qualifications and his experience. I was charged with theft by deception and was given 30 years of probation. Mr. Zimmerman was able to reassure me that being patient would pay off and it did. After researching my case and meeting with the ADA he was able to get my probation terminated after 8 yrs. He always answered my calls and returned my emails. If you are looking for someone who is a professional and who cares Mr. Zimmerman is your guy. It's…
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                            This man saved my life


                            Lawrence pull a magic trick in the court room, but scared me when I was in custody. When I was in custody, I didn't like the way he was talking but he got me off a state and federal case. You might he's expensive but it's worth every penny. THANKS LAWRENCE..
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                            You cannot find a more competent, experienced and caring Attorney


                            I have a well connected network within the judicial system including Judges, Attorneys and Congressmen and when my son was arrested for possession, I did not even hesitate to hire Lawrence to represent him out of all of the available attorneys that I know personally or through the community. I based that decision on his solid reputation and highly recommended referrals from the community. Once that case was completed my 2nd son made an even bigger mistake for possession and once again my decision was firm to hire Lawrence to…
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                            Best Lawyer. Super Pro Active


                            Lawrence Zimmerman is the best attorney out there in Atlanta. I was being investigated for rape. This was definitely the worst period I’ve been through so far in my life. My entire future was in jeopardy. The police gave me a call and they wanted to talk to me regarding a false rape accusation. After personally meeting with some of the top lawyers in the area and doing good amount of research I decided to go with Lawrence and investigator JT Summers of spearhead investigations. Lawrence is proactive not reactive.…
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                            Helped get my life back while against difficult odds


                            When the unfounded charges of child molestation and sexual battery were setting me up for doomed trial, and possible years in prison, I felt like my public and professional life was over. The effect of the charges' public nature were like a red letter brazened on my back, visible on the internet and known to anyone in my social circles who might have heard of my situation. Wherever I went, whether it was job-hunting, church, or even social gatherings among peers, I wondered if those around me had seen the…
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                            The man, The myth, The legend!


                            I hired Mr.Zimmerman after reading about his qualifications and his experience in federal court. I was charged with possession of a fully automatic machine gun and a short barreled rifle and was looking at some serious time. Mr.Zimmerman was able to get me with just 13 months minimum security camp and three years probation. The prosecutor wanted to give me 36 months! Not only is he an awesome lawyer but also a good friend. He generally cares about his clients and was there to talk with me with whatever issue…
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                            Thank You Mr. Zimmerman


                            I first hired Lawrence Zimmerman when I was referred to him by another lawyer who was busy in a trial. Boy, am I glad I got him. First of all, I was on probation for something I did ten years ago when I was a much different person. I made some bad decisions in life, but over the past 7 years, I was able to start working, stay sober and focus on positive things. Unfortunately, I failed to show up for felony probation in Cobb County. So, for many years,…
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                            Can't put into words how thankful I am


                            I would like to start by saying that when nobody else wanted to help me, or only wanted to speak with me to obtain their consultation fee and show me the door, Lawrence was there to listen to my story and my troubles. He truly cared about me and my situation and was very understanding and informative. I told my story and he was the only one to believe me. I was charged with 2 felony charges. Felony child molestation and felony aggravated child molestation. I was facing 25+ years…
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                            Has the government just decided to ruin your life ?


                            Lawrence cared enough about me to make sure mine wasn't ruined. Lawrence agreed to a retainer and took it, and as the prosecution acted like monkeys trying to screw a football adding and subtracting charges and making threats and promises, Lawrence held his cards close to his chest, and he had me wait them out with them. In the end, was it the just or right outcome ? I don't feel it was, but you know who determined that outcome: the government and myself. Lawrence will go all the way…
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                            I'll never look for another criminal defense lawyer


                            Lawrence came highly recommended and now I see why. He is clearly an accomplished and talented veteran in his field and genuinely personable as well. He put us at ease immediately, quickly understood the situation, and took immediate action. He helped our family through a precarious situation when a serious sexual accusation was made against our teenage child. We highly recommend him.
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                            Lawrence Zimmerman is a great Attorney


                            Lawrence is very level headed and strictly business and priority driven being to get his clients the best results. I was charged with 4 felonies and 3 misdemeanors. This was my first time being in any serious legal trouble. I was emotional and if you are in a legal situation that is expected. Lawrence is very level headed. He works non stop and to ensure he is most knowledgeable about your situation. You can be honest and candid with him because he truly have your best interest in mind. After…
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                            BEST Criminal Advocate in GA !


                            I have to say, there's not words enough to share with you the Professionalism, Patience, Utmost Knowledge ...in Criminal Law and Representation someone can have in Lawrence Zimmerman! Lawrence stepped in and helped me in the most difficult and trying time in my life. His reassurance and positive mindset along with his knowledge of knowing how to approach the legal needs I had was tremendously more than I could have asked for or truly ever expected!.....( I say " I HAD" because Lawrence, over time and with diligence and knowledge…
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                            Extremely Pleased


                            I was in the very unfamiliar and terrifying spot of being accused of a sex crime. I reached out to Lawrence after seeing all the other positive reviews (plus I saw he had worked on high profile cases so I figured he must be solid under pressure which he is) and to say it was a great decision would be an understatement. Lawrence is an extremely hard worker (his phone never shuts off) who makes the client feel like the center of his world when they’re dealing with a major…
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                            Lawrence Zimmerman- Exceptional Lawyer who saved my family


                            When you have never had a run in with the law your world turns upside down in an instant when you are falsely accused of serious, potentially life changing charges. Lawrence was there for me and brought calm to the situation from my first call, even after normal office hours. He really went above and beyond for me with every question and concern. Lawrence put forward the right information for the detective and DA to make it so charges were not even put forward. My advice, hire him and have…
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                            There's no one better!


                            I should be sitting in prison but Im not because of this man. I was forced to get out of my vehicle at gunpoint by Marietta PD for accused seatbelt violation. I was also illegally searched during a pat down. 100 percent guilty of possesing what I was jailed for, but I knew it was not legal how I was arrested. He was nearly positive and showed incredible confidence in winning the case whereas other lawyers were quick to assume pleas. He was personable and kept me up to date…
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                            Federal correctional officers


                            Mr. Zimmerman got me through the most stressful time in me and my family life. I was facing jail time for falsifying government documents and was about to loose a 19 year career and his hard work and attention to detail saved me. He was very professional and kept me abreast of every detail no matter how small. The respect he recieved from every one in the courtroom told me that I made a good decision and every dollar I gave him was worth it. Forever thankful.
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                            I was falsely accused of a sex crime and my life fell apart immediately. Every lawyer I spoke with prior to hiring Lawrence ONLY cared about the money. Most of them weren’t even going to do anything until I got arrested. Thankfully, I hired the best Lawyer in the state of Georgia. Lawrence jumped in front of situation and thankfully got the case dismissed before any arrest were made. Lawrence did not promise me anything, but assured me he would try his best. That he did, and today I am…
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               GENERAL DISCLAIMER:The information provided on our website is not, nor is it intended to be, legal advice. For legal advice or counsel you should consult directly with an attorney. Contacting our firm via this website, email, fax, phone or other means of communications does not create a client-attorney relationship. Please do not provide any confidential information until a formal attorney-client relationship has been established.
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Contact us

	Lawrence J. Zimmerman

269 Roswell Street

Third Floor – Synovus Building

Marietta, GA 30060
	Phone

404-351-3000
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